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on top and containing nine blocks that must inter?t a
speci?c way so to ?t into the box, and a separately
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use in substitution of four blocks in the original puzzle

so to vary the puzzle solution; the purchases kit being
sold also with a drawer in which the unused four blocks
and the puzzle box can be neatly stored together.
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VARIABLE BLOCK PUZZLE AND CONTAINER

This invention relates generally to puzzles.
A principal object of the present invention is to pro
vide a novel type of block puzzle which can be used in

Version
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conjunction with a separately available expansion kit
having a few different shaped blocks for replacing cer
tain of the blocks in the puzzle so that a different solu
tion can be made with the puzzle.
Another object is to provide a puzzle which can be
made in different versions, and each version of the puz

zle requires a speci?cally different expansion kit in
order to convert the original puzzle into the different

solution puzzle.
Other objects are to provide a variable block puzzle

and container which is simple in design, inexpensive to
manufacture, rugged in construction, easy to use and

efficient in operation.
These and other objects will be readily evident upon
a study of the following speci?cation and the accompa

nying drawings wherein:
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of one version of the

puzzle together with a expansion kit used therewith.
FIGS. 2, 3, 4 and 5 show different versions of the

puzzle.
FIG. 6 is a side cross sectional view on line 6—-6 of

‘FIG. 1.
FIG. 7 shows an optional modi?ed design of the
invention in which the blocks are readily convertible
into a different shape by a piece being attachable to

either block, thus eliminating the necessity of extra
expansion kits.

Each expansion kit would include full instructions
advising how to convert each puzzle to each of the
other three versions.
All of the blocks in the puzzles and expansion kits are
a same height. The top and bottom surfaces of each
block are a same color and are different from a color of

15 the sides of the blocks.

In FIG. 7, a modi?ed version 60 of the invention
shows a method whereby blocks of the puzzle are con
vertible by themselves so that no extra expansion kit
with extra blocks is needed.

Thus in the example illustrated in FIG. 7, a puzzle of
nine blocks includes among these the blocks 18 and 19

each of which is selectively convertible by having a
block piece 20 attachable to either one of them as
wished. Thus if the piece is not attached to one of the
blocks, it must be attached to‘ the other so that the two
blocks inter'?t each other. Each block 18 and 19 has a

notch 21 at one corner, the piece 20 ?tting precisely into
the corner so that the block is convertible from an L

shape or irregular shape into a square shaped block that
inter?ts in the notch of the other block.
The piece 20 is attachable to either of blocks 18 and
19 by a wedge shaped projection 22 on the piece 20

being slide engaged in a wedge shaped slot 23 provided
on each of the blocks. Thus attachment or detachment

Referring now to the drawing in greater detail, and

of the piece to either of the blocks is done quickly and
more particularly to FIGS. 1, 2 and 6 thereof at this 35 easily. Detents 24 ?rmly hold the parts together.
time, the reference numeral 10 represents a variable
Thus a modi?ed design of the invention is provided.
block puzzle and container according to the present
While various changes may be made in the detail
invention wherein there is an original puzzle 11 consist
ing of nine blocks (numbered from 1 to 9) and an open

construction, it is understood that such changes will be
within the spirit and scope of the present invention, as is

box 12 in which the blocks 1 to 9 will ?t if the blocks are

de?ned by the appended claims.

correctly inter?tted together; it being noted that some
of the blocks are cube shaped and others are irregularly
shaped, and not all of the blocks are a same size. Thus it

The following is claimed:
1. A puzzle comprising a plurality of blocks with

is challenging to inter?t them properly together. How

inter?tting and abutting surfaces which when properly
assembled form a rectangularly shaped assembly of

ever, once mastered a player will want to change the

predetermined dimension in combination with a con

puzzle partly in order to again challenge her skill for
attaining a solution. This is accomplished by purchase

tainer having a cavity of rectangular contour adapted to
snugly receive the assembly thereon in further combina

of an expansion kit 13 that consists of four blocks 3A,
5A, and 8A, and a drawer 14 for storing conveniently

blocks forming sub assemblies adapted to replace spe

the components of the original puzzle together with the

ci?c sub assemblies of said blocks to obtain the same

additional new four blocks.

tion with means for varying the shapes of some of said

said assembly of predetermined dimensions, wherein

To convert the puzzle by the conversion kit, the

said container includes a compartment underlying said

blocks 3, 5, 4 and 8 are removed and are replaced by the
new four blocks. When thus converted and when prop
erly solved to inter?t, the nine blocks will ?t properly
into the box.

cavity for storing all of said blocks thereon, wherein,
said means comprises additional blocks which replace
certain blocks of different shape of the assembly, said

The invention may be manufactured in different ver

sions as shown by puzzle 30 in FIG. 3, puzzle 40 in FIG.
4, and puzzle 50 in FIG. 5.

additional blocks forming subassemblies similar to the
replaced ' subassemblies.

2. A puzzle as in claim 1, wherein said means com

prise blocks of adjustable shape each having a remov

mum number of different blocks for the four versions

able portion which can be removed from and secured to
a plurality of blocks to form subassemblies of the same

10, 30, 40 and 50 shown on the drawing, the expansion

shape and dimension, wherein the said blocks of adjust

In order that a manufacturer need to make a mini

able shape each being identical to the other blocks when
kit blocks 3A, 5A, 4A and 8A version 10 are used as the
regular blocks in different of the other puzzles, as can be 65 said adjustable blocks include said portion.
*
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seen in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5. Thus:

